Nanoshell assisted laser soldering of vascular tissue.
Laser tissue soldering (LTS) is a promising technique for tissue fusion but is limited by the lack of reproducibility particularly when the amount of indocyanine green (ICG) applied as energy absorber cannot be controlled during the soldering procedure. Nanotechnology enables the control over the quantitative binding of the ICG. The aim of this study was to establish a highly reproducible and strong tissue fusion using ICG packed nanoshells. By including the chromophore in the soldering scaffold, dilution of the energy absorber during the soldering procedure is prevented. The feasibility of this novel nanoshell soldering technique was studied by assessing the local heating of the area and tensile strength of the resulting fused tissue. Nanoshells with a diameter of 250-270 nm were loaded with ICG and included in a porous polycaprolactone (PCL) scaffold doped with albumin solder. The nanoshell scaffold was used in a flexible, semi-dry formulation suitable for surgical use. Heat development, tensile strength as well as tissue damage were assessed. Rabbit aortic arteries were successfully soldered using an ICG packed nanoshell scaffold. Tensile strengths of these nanoshell soldered anastomoses were found to be 734 ± 327 mN (median = 640 mN). Thermal damage was restricted to the adventitia at the irradiated area. In addition, absorber dilution was prevented during the soldering procedure resulting in significantly lower variance in maximum temperature (P = 0.03) compared to the classical liquid ICG soldering technique. Using nanoshells, controlled amounts of chromophore could successfully be bound into the polymer scaffold. Diode laser soldering of vascular tissue using ICG-nanoshell scaffolds leads to strong and reproducible tissue fusion. With optimally chosen settings of irradiation time, nanoshells coating and scaffold properties, our improved LTS procedure demonstrates the potential for a clinically applicable anastomosis technique.